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Abstract: 

God’s Power is the reason for generation, operation and distortion means God. In the 

universe also, Supreme God’s power is the reason for making and creation, mean generations, 

also operations and organizations, and distortions of everything in the Universe. We can’t 

make or create God’s particles. Scientists have tried to make God’s particles by experiment 

and failed. 

SUPREME GOD’S POWER controls the whole Universe. But Science fails to recognize this 

supreme God’s power, which always exists in the entire Universe. It is the ultimate truth. The 

Supreme God’s power exists everywhere in the universe, with creations 

/generations/operations/organization of everything in the   Universe. It’s also in each and 

every soul of the living creatures of the Universe. 

Keywords: God, Soul, Supreme God Power, Universe, law of conservation, Human body, Science, 

Spiritual power. 

 

1.0 Introduction- 

 
Our human body is made up of five principles: sky, wind, water, earth, and fire. These five 

principles exist in our human body in solid material form (Sagune rupi Deh). In the human 

body, the Soul power works as God’s power, which activates body movements like working, 

walking, eating, speaking, smoking, hearing etc.  

When the soul is present in the human body, the body does all the activities. But when a 

human being dies, the soul disappears from the body. No sooner does it leave the human body,  
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Then the physical activities get stunted. Our eyes, hands, mouth and each and every part of the 

human body are very much there, but still, the body does not work without the soul.  

This is the same power that works in the Universe system which in other words could be called 

the Supreme God’s Power. [Christianity, Bible (2019).]  

All planets in the universe were made and created by Supreme God’s Power. They are 

functioning properly only by SUPREME GOD’S POWER. The whole Universe is controlled 

by one SUPREME GOD’S POWER. Also, all human beings born in the universe are created 

by one SUPREME GOD’S POWER. But Science does not recognize this supreme God’s 

power. It is the ultimate truth. [Prophet Hazard Mohammad, in Quran, (2018)] 

The whole Universe is controlled by SUPREME GOD’S POWER. But Science fails to 

recognize this supreme God’s power, which always exists in the whole Universe. It is the 

ultimate truth. The Supreme God’s power exists everywhere in the universe, with creations 

/generations/operations/organization of everything in the   Universe. It’s also in each and 

every soul of the living creatures of the Universe. The Supreme God's power exists in each and 

every soul of the Universe, [Judaism Religion (2018)]. 

 

2.0 Properties of God’s Power:- 

The word GOD can be interpreted as follows: 

G- means Generation, Birth of every human being, its generation, its Creation 

O-means Operation, Birth to death, whole life, activities in the whole life of a human being. 

D- means Distortions or destruction, end of Life, means death, but the soul is not destroyed, 

the only body is destroyed. 

As per Hindu philosophy  (Pindat tech ase Bramadat), our body is activated by Soul and the 

body does work, walk, speak, eat, hear, etc. in whole life, but after death, the body remains the 

same, but it cannot do working, walking, speaking, eating, hearing, etc. Why? It is because the  

Soul has left the body. Thus the presence of the Soul in the body is necessary for the body to 

do its activities the whole life [Zoroastrian Religion (2018)]. 

Similarly, as per Hindu philosophy (Pindat tech ase Bramadat), means “God’s  power  which  
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exists  as Soul in the body is  Supreme God’s  Power in the universe !”  Something is present  

in the universe as Supreme God’s Power that does Creation, Operation, Distortion in the  

Universe. As per [Adhayatm Guru, and also Shrimad Bhagawat Gita (2017)] the supreme 

power of God has Created, Operated, and Distorted/destroyed the Whole Universe. It is true 

beyond doubt.  

If Science reposes faith in this Supreme power of God, then things could work out in a better 

direction. [ Shri Lord Krishna, “Shrimad Bhagawat Gita” in   Dwapar Yug ,Trancelled by 

Shri Pandrinath Thaware (1678)].  

Who is responsible for creations /generations of Universe? SPH Scientist (Sachidananad 

Pandurang HariOm Research Association) after doing research for 20 years concludes that 

only “Supreme God’s Power” is responsible for creation/generation of Universe. Also 

“Supreme God’s Power” is responsible for operation of Universe, that’s why all planets like 

moon, earth, Neptune etc. are moving in a fixed path. 

We can't see this supreme power of God.  Because the power of God is without shape, length, 

width, volume, etc. God is "Nirgun", and "Nirvikar" as per Adhayatm Guru, Shrimad 

Bhagawat Gita (2017). But we can see his creation everywhere. Along with the Universe, the 

supreme power of God has created us.  

  

3.0 GOD POWER FUNCTION: 

The power of God is present in our body in the form of the soul. Our body does activities like 

eating, walking, working, etc when the soul is present in the body, but when the soul 

disappears from our body (i.e. when we die) our body is very much there, all organs of the 

body is there, but the body cannot move or do any work. Why? Can Science answer this 

question? Science says that the heart stops operating. Then is the heart and soul are same? 

But the heart is also present in a dead body. Who operates this heart? It is the soul, the power 

of God. But our question is why the power of the soul could be not measured by Science? 

 [Bahai Religion (1892)] 
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4.0 Science can neither  prove the existence of God nor can  

create God’s power particles  practically: 

One may enquire if could there be god particles like electron, proton, etc.? But some scientists 

are in pursuit of making God’s particles, with no success as yet.  

We cannot create God’s particles since the power of God already exists in the whole Universe. 

That is called the Supreme 'Power of God. In fact, we are made by God, so we can’t make God 

or God’s particles. [Creation of God’s Particle practical Experiments  Result (2019).] 

The Supreme Power of God is present within our souls and is also present in all living 

creatures. It is the power of the soul within us that makes us eats, work, speak, and walk etc. 

But after our death, when the soul departs we can't do the same things. This power of the soul 

means the Power of God, which cannot be practically measured by Science. This soul is 

nothing but the power of God. Similarly, in the Universe, the Supreme Power of God is very 

present. It is this power that maintains planetary position and their movements in the 

Universe.  A soul constitutes the power of God within the human frame of the body [Sikh 

Religion (2018) Search on Google]. This theory is without a shroud of doubt. 

 

5.0 Effect of Covid-19: 

We are aware of the recent pandemic, Covid -19, which has affected the whole world. Millions 

of human beings have died and are dying due to Covid-19. Who is responsible for creating this 

pandemic and why it is created? Science has no answer to this question. It is only SUPREME 

GOD POWER who is responsible for this pandemic. [ COVID-19 (2019)]. 

 

6.0 Ideology of Science:  

Law of conservation of energy in science states “Energy can neither be created nor destroyed” 

[Law of conservation (2020)] it is not true, as per the discussion as fallow:  

A new law of conservation could be ‘Energy is created at a certain point and energy is 

destroyed up to a certain limit”. It can be proved as follows, in the universe one of the main 

stars is the “Sun”. Solar energy is created on Sun’s surface, by Fusion reactions.  
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Ex. - If Q is the supply of energy, then Q+Q’ energy is created as per Fusions, which means 

Q’ energy is created on the Sun’s surface by Fusions reactions. As per knowledge, Q’ energy  

is not added from the outside on the sun's surface, it’s created on the sun's surface. (As per 

the Law of conservation "This means that a system always has the same amount of energy 

unless it's added from the outside). It creates energy on the sun's surface. 

Sun rays that come out of the Sun’s surface consist of light energy and heat energy. This 

phenomenon is going on continuously for millions of years and Scientists say this will go on 

in the future as well.  Light travels at a speed of 2, 99,792 Km per second, which means nearly 

3 lakh kilometers per second. The fact is who has measured/observed the sun rays traveling?  

As per our knowledge, the sun's rays get destroyed while traveling, which ultimately means 

energy gets destroyed. 

Einstein’s theory of relativity says that we cannot achieve a velocity greater than the velocity 

of light. Scientists experimentally tried to achieve a velocity greater than the velocity of light 

but with no success. 

Now, it’s clear, that energy is created on Sun’s surface and energy is destroyed up to a certain 

limit, as per the above discussion. In between, there are creations, distortion, and conversion.  

According to Hindu philosophy, (Pindat tech ase Bramadat), something is present in the 

universe as Supreme God Power which activates as Creations, Operation, Distortion in 

Universe.  

According to Adhayatm Guru [Shrimad  Bhagawat Gita (2017)], the supreme power of God 

has Created, Operated, and Distorted the Whole Universe. SPH Groups (Sachidananad 

Pandurang HriOm Research Association, India) SPH Group says that only and only 

“Supreme God Power is responsible for creation/generation of Universe.  

Now, we talk a little about distortion. In Hindu philosophy, there is a clear mention of four 

Yugs (Yug means a period of time) as 1) Stay Yuga 2)Treta Yuga 3) Dwapar Yuga and 4) Kali 

Yuga, but there is no mention of any Yuga  after the 4th Yuga  which is,  Or 5th Yuga, which 

is 4th Yuga  Kali Yuga means Parley /distraction  of the universe. . [ Shri Lord Krishna, 

“Shimmed Bhagawat Gila” in   Draper Yuga ,Tran celled by Shri Pandrinath Thaware 

(1678)].  
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7.0 Achievement in life: 

How to achieve “Happiness, Satisfactions, and Peace in life” 

“No Problems in Whole Life” 

For everyone and everywhere! 

There are so many problems! 

But, No problems in whole life! 

If, you are passenger and God is the driver! 

Then, No Problems in whole life! 

Otherwise, everyone and everywhere! 

There are so many problems! 

But! No problems, in whole life!  

If, you are passenger and God is the driver! 

Then, No Problems in whole life! 

                                          By: Sachhidanand Pandurang HariOm Research Association, India 

“Dedication to God” 

Leave worries in your whole life! 

Dedicate your spiritual power to God! 

And! , Always remember God’s name! 

Feel “Happy, Satisfied, & Peaceful” in life! 

Achieve good things & be successful in whole life! 

                                                                          By: Sachhidanand Pandurang HariOm Research Association, India. 

 

7.0 Conclusion:- 

From the above discussion, it can be concluded that God's power is present as a soul in the 

body of all living creatures which is responsible for all activities. Similarly, Supreme God 

Power in Universe is responsible for all activation as a creation of each and everything in the 

Universe. 
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 “God power what’s in the body as Soul that’s in Universe as Supreme God Power!”. God 

Power is truth as SUPREME GOD POWER always exists in the whole Universe. 

[(Shivshankar K.Chopkar, (2021)]. 
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